Here is a Sunday school or Bible study lesson that focuses on hope. A Definition of Hope The hope that the unsaved have is not the same hope that Christians have because of Who their hope is in. Someone that has hope typically has an optimistic attitude because it’s based upon an expectation of positive outcome. Hope will not put us to shame on that Great Day, but for some, will they shrink back “in shame at his coming?” It seems that Paul was the most extensive writer in the New Testament about the subject of hope (13 verses) and third in the Bible in writing about hope only to the psalmist (28) and the Book of Job (21). You can follow Jack on Google Plus or check out his book Teaching Children the Gospel available on Amazon. I. the bessie books. 6 vols. In a box. $7.50. Seaside $1.25. CITY $1.25. FRIENDS $1.25. MOUNTAINS $1.25. SCHOOL $1.25. TRAVELS $1.25. II. The flowerets. _bessie at the sea-side._ _by_. _joanna h. mathews_. "And a Little Child shall lead them." _NEW YORK:Robert Carter & Brothers_. 530 BROADWAY.